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FORCED CONVECTION INSIDE TUBES AND DUCTS

: pr.actical application.
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From Fig. 8-9 at Pr = 61.5 and ReD = 15,600 we find
St ( ::

r

= 2.7 X

1O~

For heating liquids n = 0.36 and the viscosity correction factor is
=
(..!:!...)"
/10.

(~)O.H = 2.16
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Using Eq. 8-22 to evaluate fie we get

,-transfer coefficient in
Hving examples. I t is
pies independently in
IS equations presented
velocity of 10 fps through
')e, steam is condenSing at
, The tube is clean, and
inner surface. Using the
conductance between the
Fig. 8-9, and compare the
ution is 68 F and neglect

vity

= 0.100

Btu{~~2S~t'

(F/ft) (15,600)(61.5)(2.16)(2.7 X 10-')

Ans.

= 670 Btu/hr sq ft F

We note that, for the example which represents unusually large viscosity
variations (lJ.b/ IJ.. = 8.5), Deissler's analysis predicts a value of he which is ,
~2 ~~Lcent larger.than the value pre<licte~U:)yMcAdams'_ eI!1piricll,~~_qua- ':.:1'
t~~n. This sort of discrepancy between_<!if!~r:ent._IAetbods.is nQt~nu~ual ( , :
in convective heat transfer.
'---------- ..

Example 8-2. Determine the unit thermal convective conductance for water
flowing at a velocity of 10 fps in an annulus formed between a l-in.-OD tube and a
1~-in.-ID tube. The water is at 180 F and is being cooled. The temperature of the
inner wall is 100 F, and the outer wall of the annulus is insulated. Neglect entrance
effects and compare the results of Eqs. 8-20 and 8-22. The properties of water are
given in the accompanying tabulation.
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Solution: The hydraulic diameter DH for this geometry is 0.5 in. The Reynolds
number based on the hydraulic diameter and the bulk temperature propcrties is

VDllP
Revb = - - - - p.

WF

(10 ft/sec) (0.5/12 ft)(62Ib In /cu ft)(3600 sec/ hr)
= ~--~~~~--~=-~~~~----~--~
0.75 IbIn/hr ft

= 125,000

ken at T I . The Prandtl
I

is

o sec/hr)

.

-----'----'- = 61.5
m from Appendix ILJ
.4. Using Eq. 8-20 to
!arrangement,

456 Btu/hr sq ft F

Based on the mean' film temperature T /J the Reynolds number is ReD! = 82,000.
The Prandtl number at the bulk temperature is
PI' =

CIJ.

b

k

= (1.0 Btu/Ibm F)(0.75 Ibm/hI' ft) = 1 2

0.39 Btu/hI' ft F

and at Th we find that PrJ = 3.0.
St =

h.
-cpV

.9

According to Eq. 8-20 we have

= 0.023 Rev,-o.2 Pr,-!
= 0.023/(9.6 X 2.08) = 0.00115
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